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THE STATUS OF REACTOR-SHIELDING RESEARCH IN THE U.S.
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Oak Ridge, Tennessee 37830, U.S.A.

ABSTRACT

While reactor programs change, shielding analysis methods are improved
slowly. Version-V of ENDF/B provides improved data and Version-VI will
be cost effective if advanced fission reactors are to be developed in
the U.S." Benchmarks for data and methods validation are collected and
distributed in the U.S. in two series, one primarily for FBR-related
experiments and one for LWR calculational methods. For LWR design,
cavity streaming is now handled adequately,"if with varying degress
of elegance. Investigations of improved detector response for LWRs
rely upon transport methods. The great potential importance of pressure-
vessel damage is reflected in widespread studies to aid in the prediction
of neutron fluences in vessels. For LMFBRs, the FFTF should give attenuation
results on an operating reactor. For larger power reactors, the advantages
of alternate shield materials' appear compelling. A few other shielding
studies appear to require experimental confirmation if LMFBRs are to
be economically competitive. A coherent shielding program for the GCFR
is nearing completion. For the fusion-reactor program, methods verification
is under way, practical calculations are well advanced for test devices
such as the TFTR and FMIT, and consideration is now given to shielding
problems of large reactors, as in the ETF study. Some of the potential
controlling factors for fusion-reactor design, such as heating and induced
activation, can now be sorted out in a preliminary way.

INTRODUCTION

The context for reactor-shielding research has changed dramatically
in the past few years as the U. S. has appeared to lose its sense of
direction with respect to nuclear power. Work on the GCFR is being
terminated and the CRBR continues in a postponed state. After TMI and
its impacts, there remains no significant government-sponsored shielding
research for LWRs. In spite of manifold ambiguities, however,, limited
progress in reactor shielding continues in the U.S. It is perhaps^best
considered within the usual organization of data, methods, design analysis,
etc. and this approach is followed here.



'" ,, NUCLEAR DATA-

In the nuclear-data area, we now have ENDF/B^V with considerable
quantitative and correlated uncertainty information. Do the new data
make significant changes with respect to ENDF/B-IV? Clearly, the Answer
to this question depends upon the shield design and the materials involved.
For some materials, the data changes do appear to be significant but,
published descriptions of comparisons are few. Dick Maerker of ORNL
indicates that Versions IV and V give the same results using DOT to
within ^±50% for the large TSR-^II sodium-iron measurements which characterize
the upper axial shield of an LMFBR.1 I judge that little change resulted
for iron and sodium' since their dominant importance for LMFBR design
had already led to careful evaluations and measurements for Version-IV.

Estes and Hendricks2 of LASL find agreement to witfiin ̂ 15Z with
the ORNL-TSF iron benchmark measurements (to 92 Cm) and MCNP Monte-
Carlo calculations using either Version IV or V. ; Their comparisons
with LLNL pulse-sphere measurements also show generally good agreement
with both Versions IV and V for ^Hi 2H, 6Li, 'Li, and Fe..

By contrast, data for thorium show definite changes and improvement in
Version V.I In an experiment at the Tower Shielding Facility (TSF), carried
out as part of the GCFR program, a 45-cm-thick ThO^ blanket followed by
a spectral modified designed to produce a neutron spectrum characteristic
of the core-blanket interface.3 (Fig. 1) Neutron spectra measured
outside the blanket were compared with discrete-ordinates calculations
and Version V shows definite improvements for this source term. (Fig.
2). [The latest transmission data for Th will be discussed by Dave Olsen
on Wednesday morning.]1* For gamma-ray spectra in the blanket, which are
important for heating, Version V must be improved since there were no
data in IV. Present indications are that more improvement is needed i
in the gamma-ray production cross sections, however. (Fig. 3) The
differences due to the two data sets in calculating the neutron spectrum
in the thorium blanket of a Wtirenlingen critical experiment will be
discussed by Dan Ingersoll on Wednesday morning.5

What of the availability of Version-V du<a for shielding calcu-
lations? A coupled fine-group library (171M/36y), to be'called Vitamin-
E, is promised by RSIC6"7 as a replacement for Vitamin C, which is based
upon Version IV. The timing for full availability is uncertain but
parts of the data set should be available this year.

Do we need a Version VI of ENDF/B for reactor shielding? If
the U. S. has a nuclear-energy program, as we must to be rational,
it will surely be cost effective to continue nuclear-data Measurements
and evaluations. These will lead to new versions of the data file-in"
time. Some of the obvious changes required for shielding include: pew
measurements for a few materials; a few significantly improved evaluations
(Nb,W, for example);8 more complete gamma-ray production files (Cd.Th, for
example); extensions for fusion energy to higher energies, recoil spectra,
gas production, activation, dosimetry;9 substantially improved covariance
files throughout.



ANALYSIS METHODS f;

Analysis methods continue to evolve — there is little that is
really new. In view of the review of methods scheduled by Ward Engle
tomorrow morning,10 I will comment only very briefly. Substantially ^
improved versions of DOT11 and TWOTRAN12 are almost available. THREETRAN
illustrates the problems that remain with^practical 3-d discrete-ordinates
calculations,13 but such calculations remain as a major goal for the
future, ^he recent (April 1980) RSIC seminar workshop on Monte-Carlo
methods can serve as a review" of progress in this type of shielding
calculation.11* The workshop was remarkable for the presentation of
the French Monte Carlo code TRIPOLI. This code includes powerful biasing

'techniques which facilitate calculations of deep neutron penetrations.
However,,it does not allow directly coupled neutron-gamma-ray calculations.
As with any major code, successfully using it will be a major task with
which RSIC can. give essential assistance.

At the Knoxville Fifth International Conference on Reactor Shielding
in 1977,1:> there was-considerable discussion of the uses of sensitivity
analysis. What has,happened since? I have the impression, which is
not easy to document, that sensitivity analysis (including sometimes
channel theory) is;'now routinely employed as part of the analysis of
reactor shield designs. There remain a few problems with extreme attenu-,
ations when first-order perturbation theory is not adequate. Second-
order theory has been developed by several groups but has not yet been
applied to significant shielding problems to my knowledge. Aspects
of the generalized perturbation theory approach to sensitivity analysis
have been extended to other areas such as reactor safety.

BENCHMARKS

Benchmarks seem to occupy an increasingly important place in
reactor physics and shielding. In the U.S. reactor-shielding program,
we have two major series of shielding benchmarks. That of CSEWG
emphasizes experiments, mostly to test data for fast breeder reactors.16

The ANS series of benchmark calculations emphasizes methods validation, ;

mostly for the design of light-water reactors.17 I understand that
Bob Roussin of RSIC is the person to contact for current information .
about both series of benchmarks.

From Europe and Japan, we are promised data from a series of ;
benchmarks which study attenuation in iron.18~19 These foreign data ;( ;
are mentioned here because they follow from .the exchange of information I -j
within the Nuclear Energy Agency (NEA) which includes the U.S. as a ' - ' j
member. A specialist's meeting on Nuclear Data and Benchmarks for ' ,
Reactor Shielding will be held in Paris on October 27-29, 1980 and Bob ' j
Roussin will represent!{/the U.S. John Butler has likely consented upon j
this international study in his review this morning.20 !
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A recent computational benchmark for deep penetration from mono-
energetic sources has been proposed by-Carter and Hendricks. 2 1'

Apparent needs for further benchmarks include measurements of
neutron streaming in geometries relevant to reactor cavities and slits.
Attenuation measurements for bulk materials are needed for B4C and for
well-characterized concrete. Streaming studies for fusion systems are
considered later.

The major U.S. facility for shielding benchmark measurements, as
for design-support rjeasurements, is the Tower Shielding Facility (TSF)
at ORNL. It is now used part time and it will apparently be maintained
in standby during FV-Si. Its continued availability is likely but not
assured.

LWR DESIGN \\

My comments do not reflect a systematic review of shielding programs
for LWR or other reactor"types. Rattier they are based upon a variety
of inputs, often weighted toward ORNL experience. The ANS did arrange
an extensive discussion of the most notorious shielding problem for
LWRs - that of cavity streaming. The discussion was published in ?•=••••
February 197? by RSIC. 2 2 At least one later report 2 3 indicates that
patches to control'reactor-cavity streaming have performed satisfactorily.
It is my impression that the best of the current calculations of cavity
streaming are probably quite competent but that all design calculations
do not equal this level and some may still include undesirable approxima-
tions. We hope that Henry Till will comment on this important point
in his review on Tuesday afternoon,21* He can review the measurements
that are being made on operating reactors and indicate whether these
will provide sufficient validation of the analysis methods. Is a benchmark
experiment really needed to allow cost-effective design of future reactors?

In the design of the "balance of plant," simplified methods of
shielding analysis must be used due to the" geometrical complexities
and the large number of systems to be designed. Is it possible that
these simple methods should use data bases and geometries which are
shared with the sophisticated Monte Carlo methods which must be employed
occasionally for especially important and interactable problems? Experience
in France with the common data base for the MERCURE-TJIIPOLI combination
indicates that this approach may be practical and efficient.

The operation of LWRs introduces detector problems which heavily
involve attenuation calculations. Low-level flux monitors, for example,
"see" the core through"considerable material thicknesses. Interpretation
of their readings requires a combination of careful 2-d or 3-d calculations
of the reactor-core source term, and subsequent neutron transport. Atteapts
to use gamma-ray detectors (gamma thermometers) to monitor power distribu-
tions require calculations of the production and transport of fission
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and secondary gamma rays. 0The delayed gamma-ray source from fission
products complicates the time response if these detectors. Apparently
such LWR detector analysis can be handled adequately by the careful
application of state-of-the-art shielding methods.

An essential problem is thfe estimation of radiation effects in
the pressure vessels of LWRs. EF̂ RI has established a multi-institutional
program of special surveillance measurements which can be used for valida-
tion of calculational methodsowhich are available for predicting the
neutron fluence within the pressure vessels of power reactors. Jay
Wagschal25 and Lee Simmons 6 will^describe parts of this program tomorrow
afternoon, and Henry Till^U^wifl remind us of the overall approach.
Nothing less than =de°tfer5ining the useful life of some reactors is involved
here; although annealing of pressure vessels is at least discussed.

TMI-II has raised shielding questions associated with reentry to
a damaged plant and Barclay Andrews will describe these this afternoon.27

LMFBR DESIGN

For LMFBR
A rather broad
by Frank Moore
the world have
be required to
streaming will

design, confirmation tests are planned for the FFTF.
program of measurements is planned as will be discussed
tomorrow afternoon.28 Results from similar tests around
generally not become available here and more time will
learn how much validation of methods of handling neutron
be obtained from these tests.

For the CRBR, recent shield studies emphasize the effects of alternate
core designs and possible improvements in radiation-damage evaluations.
Taking into account detailed damage dependence upon neutron energy and
temperatures during irradiation may modify and hopefully reduce shield
attenuation requirements. Gil Wrights will describe this work tomorrow
morning.29

The all important interaction of shield design with other aspects •
of reactor design may be taking place earlier in the design process
(as is highly desirable) as illustrated by the CDS and GCFR. The Conceptual
Design Study (CDS) of a large loop-type LMFBR is strongly impacted by
a requirement for an independent means of removing decay heat. This
apparently requires a decay-heat exchange inside the reactor vessel,
thus enlarging it greatly and reducing or eliminating neutron streaming
problems through|pipe chaseways. For either a loop- or pool-type design,
changing the radial shield to B4C appears to lead to a shocking savings
in weight of as much as 105-to 106 kg. This reduction in weight should
be verified by experiment due'to the great simplification in seismic
design it would allow. fj

" °ff ° I ' " ... // " •

Overall, experimental verification of U. S. design Methods is
well advanced but a few additional experiments can be identified as
potentially essential for the design of econonically-co«p«titive LMFBRs.
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In addition to considerations of alternate shield materials, specific
aspects of neutron streaming,^radiation heating, secondary sodium activation,
and low-level'flux monitor response appear to require verification.

cGCFR DESIGN

A logical and coherent program of analysis of the shield per-
formance f'dr a GCFR design is nearing completion. Major effects on
the predicted shield attenuations followed from a rather recent change
in design from helium-coolant flow downward to upward. Special attention
was given to predicting radiatiotv levels in the core-support and other
close-in structures.30 Localized, heterogeneous cell calculations were
used to determine the effects of radiation streaming. These "were then
incorporated into detailed calculations of the overall geometry to yield
isoplots of the reactor lifetime total neutron fluence or the borbn-10
burnup per year, as examples.31

A rather interesting recent example of localized streaming calcula-
tions will be described Tuesday afternoon by Noel Cramer.32 Helium-
coolant flow must be maintained through shields in the upper and lower
plenum regions. Herringbone and chevron shields were calculated using
DOT and MORSE with reasonable agreement.

A series of experiments at the TSF was used to validate separately
the methods used for predicting axial streaming in-the grid-plate and
gas-plenum regions and for the radial streaming through.the nonhomogeneous
blanket and shield.33 Calculated and measured energy and angular distribu-
tions of neutrons streaming in fuel-pin arrays agreed well and the measured
fluence in the grid plate was predicted with sufficient accuracy.31f

Angular distributions of neutrons leaving the grid plate, however, were
poorly predicted with the ,2-D model used and detector responses were
low by a factor of 2.5-4 with an Sj^ quadrature used in the discrete-
ordinates calculation. Conservative results could be obtained with
a highly biased 150-direction quadrature set.

Validation of neutron transmissions through laminated shields
of steel, graphite, and boronated graphite (which characterize those
of interest in the radial direction from a GCFR core) depended upon
using the best available nuclear data sets.35

j'1 MFE DESIGN

\ Tokamaks or other fusion devices of necessity have holey shields.
Radiation leakage through the holes and its subsequent'Scattering into'
highly sensitive cryogenic equipment will tend to provide the sost
challenging fusion shielding .problems. Very practical problems of acti-
vation will be of great importance, however, since induced activities
will limit access to power reactors or test devices. In this respect,
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the shielding of fusion systems may have more similarity! to high-
energy accelerators than to fission reactors. f

A small but long-term and efficient program of integral experiments
is under way at ORNL to provide validation of the analysis methods needed
for fusion-energy shield design. It! is efficient since it can make use
of equipment and materials "borrowed" from/ fission-teactor shielding
studies and because each set of measurements is preceded by detailed
preanalysis. 36~37 -pjjg importance of very'specific?preanalysis of
shielding measurements can scarcely be exaggerated.

As a necessary first step, laminated shields; without streaming
were studied. For the" 14-MeV neutron source, 2-d discrete-ordinates
calculations of neutron transmission gave good .agreement for shields
of stainless, steel and borated polyethylene with attenuations to M.03-

1*38101*38 Adding tungsten in the form of hevimet indicated slight problems
with the neutron cross sections and major-problems (x5 disagreement)
for gamma-ray production. > "

o / - •-

Streaming measurements through a cylindrical hole 30 cm in diameter
are now being analyzed with both discrete ordinates and Monte Carlo.
The not entirely unexpected problems in predicting angular distributions
of scattered neutrons with dlsc'rete-ordinates methods seem evident.39

Measurements to be made after moving the equipment (Figs. 4-7) into a
larger hall will include both neutron streaming and scattering. Monte-
Carlo calculations will be required in this case and the relative merits
of tnultigroup and continuous treatment of neutron cross sections will.be
investigated.

In the meantime, design studies for the Tokamak Fusion Test Reactor
(TFTR) show that discrete-ordinate calculations are generally adequate.1*0

Economics dictates thafc roof shields be minimized based upon skyshine
calculations.1*1. Induced activities will tend to limit the usefulness of
a test device1*2 and the TFTR will be operated without added tritium as
long as feasible. The possibilities of methods validation froa detailed
spectral measurements on the operating 'system are now being considered.
It appears that useful measurements can be made even with a basically D-D
source of neutrons since inherent tritium buildup leads to D-T ks 2-3Z of
all deuterium reactions. ' \

•i / / „ • • '; • • \ ' '

The medium-energy deuteron accelerator which is being built for
radiation-damage'studies [ Fusion Materials Irradiation Test Facility
(FMIT) at the Hanford Engineering Development Laboratory (HEDL)] for
materials needed for fusion-energy systems has introduced unique shielding
problems. These center upqa measuring or obtaining from theory neutron
cross sections in the 20-60 Mey energy range.H3 Response of the peasurers
has been remarkably fast since total cross sections are most needed and
they are most readily measured.Hl*"*s,

"VJ
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? For a fusion reactor such as the proposed?Ehgineering Test Facility
(ETF), the effective neutron source strength increases enormously over
a test device such as TFTR. The increase is perhaps 10s due in large
part to the°increased duty factor. Preliminary analysis indicates that
it will be essential to provide movable shields in the injector parts
to protect sensitive components such as cyrogenic systems from radiation
heating during the Tokamak burn cycle.1*6'This shielding requirement
introduces further mechanical complexity intot an already complex system
But it seems practical to consider such shields. Obviously the design
of fusion reactors will change drastically before they are actually
built.

SUMMARY ,

... While emphasis upon reactor programs change, sometimes drastically,
limited progress in developing shielding analysis capability continues
in the U. S. New problems are being solved with newly-tested analysis
capabilities. An experimental capability for validation of the yet-
untested methods required for fission-reactor shield design remains
available (barely). '^ ,'

Specific shielding problems vary with fission-reactor type as indi-
cated. The list of important shielding problems is not long and the
importance follows not from feasibility but rather from the pervasive
economic impact of shield design. Escalation of nuclear-power costs
has made clear the essential requirement to control these costs as effec-
tively, as possible. \

For fusion-reactor systems, more time may be available and a small
well-focused program is leading toward methods validation. As a detailed
reactor design is approached, however, the poroui^shields for fusion
systems will give rise to a plethora of shielding problems.

- - \,
y
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Fig. 2.7. Scaled 1>D calculations compared to measured gamma-ray
spectrum behind 45-cm ThO 2 blanket mockup.
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